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Problems

In this homework, we will learn how to use simple file I/O. There are many ways we can do file I/O in
Java; it’s actually quite confusing. We will keep to the simple way we have learned in class. So, in this
assignment, instead of printing to the console or reading from the keyboard, we will write to or read from
file, as much as possible.

What to do

Extend your program from Homework 8 by including file I/O.

• What you have now: Your program already has a hierarchy of classes and subclasses. The top-level
class is Student. The Student class has three subclasses: CCStudent, UCCSStudent and
CTechStudent, corresponding to Colorado College, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
and Colorado Technical University students, respectively. You are also supposed to create instances
of each class and sub-class using each of the constructors. For each of the classes, you have an
appropriate toString method that provides a description of the instance in terms of a string.

• New stuff to do: When a toString method returns details of an instance, we would like to store
the information in a file in a nicely formatted manner; this should happen in the “main” class. This
is the change you need to make in this homework assignment. So, prompt the user to type in the
names of files where you are going to store the information. As you create new instances, you should
save them to files by calling the appropriate toString method. Create one file for each of the classes.
For example, you can create a file called Students.txt where you store the details of student
instances. The toString method returns non-tuition information.

• Additional new stuff: For each of the three sub-classes, declare a private static class variable that stores
a tuition per credit amount. Let the amounts be $300, $1500, and $1600 for UCCS, Colorado College
and Colorado Tech, respectively. Now, for each of these subclasses, write a member method that can
compute the total tuition amount given the number of credits. In the “main” class call these methods
for each of the instances you have created and print the tuition for each student in a nicely formatted
manner into the appropriate files, below the information printed earlier.
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What to hand in

Please prepare a short document in the IEEE style. The format given at
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/publishing/templates.

html.

1. Have a title to your writeup: Don’t simply use “Homework 9” as the title. Make sure you include your
name as an author.

2. Write a brief description of what you have done in this homework.

3. Upload the Java program to Blackboard. In addition, upload the file containing the information you
printed. In fact, you should create a compressed file from the folder containing all your individual
class files and upload the compressed file.

4. Please hand in a printed copy of your writeup along with the program, i.e., the .java files. We will
check your program by running it. So, provide appropriate prompts so that it’s easy for us to test.
Compress the folder containing all your class files and upload them to Blackboard.
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